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In deepest humility to Yah, I give thanks for His enlightening power to give our people understanding, and 
thanksgiving to Him for an help-meet of great value in this work. Thank you Ann.

Hail Yahshua!

Kenneth E. Stoddard



PLACING THE CAPSTONE

First of all, a number of problems that need exposure must be dealt with before approaching the primary 
purpose of this booklet as shown on the cover. 

Family government must be based on the Commandments of Yah, and not on selfish human desires of the 
flesh. It must be spiritual unity of all the members in support and protection of both the individual and the entire 
family, and they must live under the authority of Yah's law, with compassion and love for each member and respect 
for each one's individual freedom from oppression. Husband and wife are of the one flesh of Matthew 19:5 & 6. 
Man and woman were to be one family... with “man” given the leadership role – but not as dictator... only on 
companionship basis. He was to respect all the God given rights of the woman. In other words, the law of God - 
“Do unto your brothers (sisters) as you would have done to you.” Chauvinism is a dividing wedge being used by the 
enemy just as they invented the spurious generation gap to separate the different generations of the family, setting 
one against the other, and destroying God's family unit. The word is “respect” of all family members, especially thy 
father and mother, and acceptance of their wisdom. We, of both sex, in our race must raise ourselves above these 
self-serving instincts, and be a true equal partner and companion. The family must be led by the best understanding 
be from a male or female source. The importance is that the true word be lived by.

In speaking to and judging the multitude at the time of Noah, the following decision was made. In race 
mixing, even unto the tenth generation, and beyond, the pollution shall exist as in all previous generations since the 
initial cross-breeding of the race. In other words, never will those people be of pure race again.

But in the multitude – one family stayed pure. It did not interbreed with other races, and now “I – Yahweh, 
am capable of choosing the family of Noah out from all the mongrelized multitude. They – Noah's family, are the 
remnant to be saved.” This is setting a time element in examination of the quality of the two groups of people 
involved. The mixed have not purified, and Noah's family had never mixed, so Noah's family was brought out to 
perpetuate Yah's race.

Not one of us knows if our lineage is pure. We know by appearance that we are White, and we fight with all 
our spirit for God's White Aryan race, even though at the end, when He chooses, we may find that we do not equal 
“remnant qualifications” for a pure seed-line. Sorry folks, but that's the way it is... only He has that power of 
discernment. He has given us all the power of striving to obtain purity of spirit so that when the decision comes, we 
will not be found lacking in our own personal commitment to His Kingdom law, but both lineage and commitment 
may be necessary in that day. Who can honestly say that they know beyond the shadow of a doubt just who will 
meet all of Yah's standards? Remember Yah's decision when he exposed that even at this – the tenth generation had 
not improved, he saved only Noah's pure family, and destroyed all the rest.

Another thing I want to bring to everyone's mind is that there is a difference between help-meet and help-
mate as used in the Bible. It is not a mistake in spelling as many think. Look the two words “meet” and “mate” up in 
the 1828 Dictionary … meet is the stronger meaning or the act of joining together. This the word that specifies what 
Eve was to Adam. 

Christianity is destroying itself thru accepting sin in our teachings, teachers and leaders... sin that Christ 



rejected, and which is condemned in the commandments, by accepting things that have purposefully been added to 
our faith and culture by enemy infiltrators. We are playing right into the enemy hands in this plan to destroy us thru 
ridicule of our virtues, our culture. It is said we must be as wise as the serpent. That is not enough kinsmen... we 
must be wiser than the serpent (the counterfeit jew) for their intrigue, lies and deceit will surely destroy civilization 
if we do not utterly destroy their den of vipers. It is they who have brainwashed our people (God's race) to believe 
we are supposed to love and aid our enemy. When study of what was actually said, was not applicable to the 
enemies of our race. The word is to utterly destroy them, but enmities between brothers and sisters in our race 
should be settled peacefully. So let us all, in this movement, keep Yah's command and work peacefully for the total 
destruction of the enemy. Yah said – bring them (Yah's enemies) before me (to justice) and utterly destroy them 
(Amen!) This does not mean personal enemies... it is the enemies of Yah and His race of people who are to be 
destroyed.

Pre- Adamic creations roamed the earth and ate what they found growing, and hunted the wild animals for 
food... no one tilled the earth and raised food. Some had domesticated animals for milk, meat and hides but these 
foraged much the same as the wild animals. Therefore, the Adamic race was formed by Yah to be the tillers of the 
soil and the teachers of Yah's natural laws, plus instituting Godly government. Thus Adamic man was the first to use 
his labor to produce food by tilling the earth. As a quantity of time of man's life is exchanges for a quantity of food 
(property), it is a trade off... a barter of so much food, for so much life. Not a gain to be taxed by the modern day 
Shylocks of the I.R.S. As long as Adamic man tilled the earth himself under Yah's law, he prospered... but every 
time he enslaved others to do his work for him, and interbred with them – his family and his country were destroyed 
under Yah's curse of race mixing. That is what is at our door today.. death by mongrelization induced by the Zionist 
Israeli power – media brainwashing of our lust minded kinfolk. Today our present Adamic White man is lazy, he 
doesn't want to do menial, manual, dirty work... so he imports aliens (strangers) and they eat out his substance and 
interbred his family to the point where the White man is run out of his own country, and is in ectreme danger of 
complete extinction. “So what”, you say... “I sure hope my Friday check is on time so I can get to the ball game.” 
Well, they say Nero fiddled while Rome burned too. How much better is the average Adamic Aryan White man 
today? However, the prospects are not all doom and gloom. The Kingdom Identity Movement is comprised of that 
part of our race who have recognized the perversion being taught  our children and our people by the serpent 
(Edomite/Canaanite/Canaanite/Khazar mongrels). Identity is the fastest growing movement in the western world 
today, completely devoted to the restoration of Yah's Kingdom under His law, and He as our only King. We have 
had enough of man's earthly kings. We have adopted the battle cry of 1776... our one King is Jesus.. so be it forever.

If there is work to do, we will do it. We'll raise families like our fore-fathers did, to harvest the fields and 
populate the land, instead of paying the alien to raise his brood, and take our land while we raise no children of our 
own because we too poor from raising the aliens'. His is exactly the condition we are in today... our alien controlled 
government forces is to pay taxes which are used to feed alien children and pay teachers to teach our people that 
they shouldn't raise their own children for fear of overpopulating the world. We took it – hook, line and sinker... but 
we are about to throw that hook and all. Hal-le-lu-jah!

If Yahweh allows is to raise up evil rulers unknowingly, who do not obey His laws, and we accept this 
breaking of His law without objecting (rebellion) we become breakers of the same law, thereby becoming offensive 
to His holy word and directive powers. For he gave man a conscience and a sense of responsibility and a knowledge 
of right and wrong written on his heart, which would not have been given is there was no intent to demand that it be 
used. We are not in opposition to divine rule. We demand punishment of those who have opposed it, and are forcing 
us – under man's laws – to join in this continued destruction of Yahweh's law and word. We will not tolerate this 
present Israeli control of our government.

When our elected government, governs under Yah's “Common-law” as it is bound to do (as a prerogative to 
the right to rule), then We the People will lawfully obey these laws of our Creator... Yah's common law. Consider for 
instance, the pledge we make to our national flag... “I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America 
and the Republic for which it stands... One nation under God, indivisible, with Liberty and Justice for all.” I never 
pledge allegiance to the Democracy of the ungodly atheistic United States of Amerika... for my allegiance is to my 
supreme ruler – Yah... and anyone attempting to coerce me into disallowing the status of Yahweh in favor of the 
atheistic “state” automatically becomes my enemy. Consider that the children of our United States' lawful citizens 
have been denied their heritage to pray in our schools. We are in subjection to this perverted government's 
favoritism of minority power groups with their tyrannical schemes to destroy the white culture. Consider that this 
same alien government thru manipulated unconstitutional amendments and courts, have disenfranchised the true 
citizen and given the power to the stranger who Yah warned us against.. the alien minorities, enforcing these rules 
against the majority thru the barrel of the gun. Whose enemy are these? He said “destroy them” or join them and be 
destroyed by me.

Consider, is there anything left that the government does not control by license, without the authority of 
God? Therefore, no license has any jurisdiction over our people. Do you believe that it is lawful for government to 



sell a license to rob the people? They do! Every license is robbery. Every franchised license holder becomes a 
franchised robber, because he is privileged over all unlicensed brothers. All this gain from robbery license fees, goes 
into the coffers (of the communist, atheist, alien, Zionist democracy thieves) which are emptied to support our 
israeli enemies all over the world. The private world banking system thru the affiliated private American federal 
reserve system, carries on this continual transfer of our wealth to our enemies worldwide. Think of these words, and 
facts the next time you pledge your life, your duty and sacred honor. Who are you pledging it to... your Republic 
under Yahweh our God... or to a satanic slave state under an un-constitutional democracy? Wake up Aryan people.... 
it is time to destroy these perverted thieves thru direct opposition to them. Don't think you can turn to 
denominational churches to save you... it is they who sold you out to Caesar. The world belongs to God. He gave a 
portion of it in trust to His church (the people). It was never to be taxed or taken by any other family. (He said 
“occupy” until I come).

Organized “church elder” government allowed civil government to change this to mean only church 
government owned property buildings would be exempt, thus unlawfully allowing the civil government (Caesar) to 
tax the real church (the people's) property (land of God). Then the church government made a deal with Caesar 
(corporate status), losing all their power over the entire church community, giving all powers to the State (Caesar). 
What we actually see here are two evil governments, (organized church government and civil government), 
cooperating to rob the real church (the people) whereas the real church (the people) should rule both church and 
state under God's law. There is no such thing as division of church and state... they are one in the people under His 
true law. We are allowing ourselves to be under atheistic Israeli dictatorship.

So you know the Bible. You have read it from cover to cover... several times... and you can quote chapter 
and verse... but do you know what it says? Have you studied it with the knowledge of what its words meant at the 
time it was written, or are you accepting the modernistic version, the humanist viewpoint rather than the Godly 
viewpoint? This is what makes the difference between a Kingdom Identity person steeped in research of Yah's word, 
and judeo(Judas) Christian controlled bu the word (tyranny) of man. Do you profess to base your faith on the 
testimony of two witnesses as it says in the Bible, and then live by the word of one man, without witness instead of 
by the word of Christ, who usually spoke in the presence of witnesses? Sometimes I wonder where some so-called 
“Christians” are coming from. Could it be the snake-pit where all men have forked tongues?

We must approach the King James version of the Bible with the same care we would a wasp nest. There are 
many surprises and traps laid by selfish, bigoted man, not in any way associated with God's word and law. Never 
forget that man picked and chose what suited himself in your Bibles. A select few who were in power at the time, 
accepted theology which was compatible to them and rejected any theology which they disagreed with. We see the 
same process in today's media, which is ruled by the same type people, therefore we must all exercise extreme care 
under our God given responsibility to pick the truth carefully as in Christ's warning about the good grain and the 
tares. He knew what the future held for us. The anti-Christs are now in the pulpit and we of Identity must throw 
them out and bring the good people (the good grain) in to Yah. When we rise to our responsibilities and do the 
works assigned to us, we will be worthy of His Kingdom.

It seems very strange to me that we preach our Biblical background, but so many want to cut it off at A.D. 
33 or thereabouts, and hate to refer to our faith before that time, except when attempting to prove seed-line. If we 
truly believe Yahshua's words... he didn't come to change the law, but to enlighten Israel of the law (which they had 
been breaking.)

One of those laws had to be that of governing the descent of all things from the time of Creation, and had to 
include the faith in Yah. We have to ponder who are in a position to gain if we allowed ourselves to believe that all 
of the Father's law died when Christ was crucified. There was one people – the counterfeit jew.... they have certainly 
prospered on the uncertainties this division of our people's faith has caused.

However, Christ and the Father as one spiritual being, means that as the father, He (Christ) talked to 
Abraham, Noah, Adam and the prophets. Now consider what race the Father used thru the ages. Who the laws in his 
word were directed to. It was the Adamic White Aryan race of people, who first appeared in history as migrating 
from the highlands of Asia into all surrounding areas northwest into northern Europe. (Norsemen, Noah's men or the 
shortened form Nordics. Is this what they called themselves? Noahsman is a man of Noah. Noah was a man of Yah.

Now, the ones that went into India, Persia, etc. called themselves the “noblemen” of Yah.
The ones who entered the near-east took the name of Hebrew and called themselves the sons of Yah. Do you 

see the pattern of our Israelite ancestors? They were all Adamic Aryan White people with one belief. They were 
Yah's people. We are the Israelite of today. Let's stop trying to divide our race to please the Edomite mongrels.

Much of this has a bearing on where the 'flood” of the Bible was. Some Aryans crossed the mountains to the 
east into China. Others to the south into India. Some to what is now Iran (to become the Persian Empire). Others 
reached Egypt and Greece. They came claiming to be the “noblemen” of Yah their God, and were of such 
intelligence that they quickly took over the control of the culture of all countries they entered. These were the 



people of Yah, previous to the Hebrew culture of this particular area which developed from this branch of the 
overall migration of Adamic Aryan White people. What I want you to do is always keep in mind that our cultural 
faith came down to us from more branches than Hebrew tradition alone. We have had the same human trait from the 
beginning of putting a brother down in order to raise ourselves up. The Hebrews were no better about this than any 
of their brothers.... they had the trumpet (the scribes), so they blew it for the Hebrews, much the same as the 
counterfeit jew has the trumpet (the media) today and with the power of the trumpet steals our heritage. It is time 
credit was given to every branch of our people who carried the faith of yah into Europe and the World instead of 
putting the brother down as pagan or barbarian. This is the same foolish principle as trying to separate church and 
state when in fact they are one entity (people) – Aryan, Adamic, White, Hebrew, Germanic, Scandinavian, Alpine, 
Baltic, Nordic – all mixed and now are Israelites... but can you prove all that blood came by way of the “Hebrew” 
culture, or did all the migrations homogenize into our White Adamic Aryan people of today? Do you see what I see? 
It is time we put all this dividing foolishness aside and looked on ourselves as the Adamic, Aryan White Race – and 
fought this battle for our race's survival as a unit of Yah's power instead of as a conglomeration of back-biting self-
seeking glory-hoarders. Instead of listening to the lies of the “strangers” - counterfeit jew, “Judas” Christians and 
their seminarian teachings, you should be in the ranks of our Kingdom Identity movement.. doing the research 
which is needed... then the truth would be revealed, and all this created dissension would cease. Our people could 
all live in harmony with all of Yah's creation.

Now, as we study the history that is revealed in the Bible and other records of our race and faith, we find the 
connection between Noah's flood, and the catastrophe that overtook the people of the Pamir region – in the are of 
Afghanistan, Turkestan, and China, the so-called cradle of Aryan White civilization. Let me remind you that when 
you hear someone came out of Asia... that we Aryans came out of Asia too. The world's highest area was truly man's 
cradle. The Pamir basin and plateau being our indicated Aryan birthplace. Noah was not in Jerusalem or even in 
Palestine when the Ark was built. In fact, the entire region of the near-east, including Egypt, shows no signs of 
having been submerged in water at that time in history, so the people who carried the account of the flood and the 
Ark, came from some other place as migrants or conquerors. In the time of Noah, the Pamir region had not risen to 
the height it now is, and had a truly inhabitable climate. These people came out of the Pamir region before and 
during the time Noah was building the Ark. Biblical history says that the people had become ungodly in all their 
ways, and were creating their own violence. They had been warned of destruction if they didn't clean up their act 
and repent... both before and during the long period of time he was building the Ark.

There were several large cities in the Pamir basin, some of which are being excavated from the sand and silt 
which now covers them. From this excavation research and Biblical history, it becomes very apparent that 
perversion had become so bad, and widespread, that the good people who could, were leaving the area in large 
numbers – searching for a new land in which to preserve their superior culture and live more safely. So they went 
thru the passes of the surrounding mountains on  into China, India, the Near-East, North-East Africa, Greece and 
North-West Europe.

We have much the same thing going on today, as again the cities become the focal points of extreme 
pollution... our people of perception are leaving them as fast as they can before everything in the cities is destroyed 
and it is too late to escape. Again, the warning has been given and the flight to safer concentration areas is 
mounting. The majority which are left will be so deep in perversion that they cannot and will not see or hear the 
warnings of God to repent or be totally destroyed as in the Pamir basin. They, the perverted, shall all gather in the 
cities like flies to the honey pot. There they will be totally destroyed in their own perversion.

So back to their Pamir and its people, those who left and went into North-west Europe – those who were 
later named Nordic and Alpine moved into, at that time, a mostly uninhabited countryside, so very little race mixing 
occurred. A pure race has been maintained to the present day, of Aryan Nordic/Alpine people.

Those who went into China, set up a superior culture, but were eventually destroyed by race mixing with the 
multitude of native people. This also happened to those who entered India, Egypt, Persia and Ethiopia.

In the area of Greece and Rome, their great culture survived longer, but eventually was destroyed by the race 
mixing with slaves and native people, bringing forth the new Mediterranean sub-race, an admixture of black and 
white... so again – the pure race became mongrelized and the culture destroyed.

All you have to do is go to the museums and compare the appearance of the present day inhabitants with the 
statuary of early Greece and Rome. It is so obvious that it will take very little of your time. Does the ancient Roman 
look anything like what you see on the street today? There is still pure Aryan stock in the mountain area of northern 
Italy. Also in the western mountains of Spain, our white brothers still fight to uphold their culture against 
mongrelization Spain and Portugal. This is an example of “identity” teaching. Investigate things yourself... look at 
historical records – then compare with the present day examples. Does the present day Israeli look like an Aryan 
White Hebrew of Christ's time? Still think they, the Israeli, are God's chosen? No my kinsmen, what you see today 
is the near-end result of hybridization of multiple races. As in all hybridizing (race mixing) this is what you get. Not 
a very pretty picture is it? Deformity, bestiality, perversion, criminality to name a few of its regressions to below 



bestial level. This is what many are supporting in the remaining Aryan world today in the name of atheistic 
humanism. Thank God they are being concentrated in the cities. Let's all give them every aid we can for them to be 
among their kind, and make sure that they are all there when the time comes, and all our brothers and sisters are 
separated from the cities safely – for this time, there's not likely to be a Noah at the end to save anyone as there was 
in Pamir... all who are still there unrepentant and will surely die. They have been warned, but did not heed.

Going back beyond Noah in the history of our Aryan White race is very difficult. We depend on Biblical 
theological records subject to man's honesty, and archaeological studies subject to man's honesty again. There is a 
terrible lack of factual evidence as of yet, to support clear cut statements... all we have are the words of men, for 
what they are worth. Sorry, but at this point I am inclined to feel very cynical of the average integrity of man. We 
see evidence in the teachings of the Pamir flood, that soundly indicate the flood of Noah's time, was there – in the 
Pamir region.

At this point I want to try and clarify some mistaken beliefs about marine fossils. For many years I was very 
deeply involved in marine shells and fossils, and supplied specimens for world reference books. I have collected 
fossils from forty feet below sea level to a mile or more above sea level. Where they are does not prove a thing 
about floods, because the land has moved up and down and sideways many times over the generations, so 
practically all land surfaces have been down under a time or two in the past, and the fossils were not created by the 
sea being over the tops of the mountains... those mountains were down under the sea. Fossils form under a deep 
layer of mud... not on top of a mountain. Scratch that theory.

Here in Pamir, the ancient Chinese and Hindu historians attribute the water (which caused terrible local 
floods in the river valley's) as coming from the headwaters in the Pamir mountains. The Pamir populated basin was 
entirely surrounded by high mountains, and would sustain a tremendous buildup of water until it ran over the top of 
the lower points. Cities have been found buried deep in silt, and all recorded accounts say that is where the Biblical 
flood was. We who accept God's word in the Biblical story, must conclude that there was a Noah... that he built an 
Ark, and prior to his building the Ark and the arrival of the Flood, that many of those of God's seed-line before 
Noah (like aunts, uncles, cousins etc.) had most likely gone “over the hill” (in different migrations or “waves”) 
while the going was good... to the different areas mentioned before... with Noah's immediate family (following the 
flood), migrating to the area where his descendants, thru his son Shem, became the Hebrews in Judea. Now keep it 
forever in your mind, that this unmixed pure strain of Yah's people were still pure blood brothers and sisters of all 
other migrations (both before and after) which maintained their pure blood. But those who race mixed with native 
people (before and after) became forever lost to our Aryan race. If we could roll away the clouds obscuring history, 
would it reveal still other mistakes in our understanding of what really happened in the days of Adam? Just as there 
has been so much misunderstanding of how our race descended from Noah's time to the present day? People have 
been so brain-washed by their own beliefs, that they will not accept logic, no matter how positive it is. They will 
detour around a ladder all day, even though it makes their work much harder. This is useless superstition which they 
have been brainwashed with, but try to prove it to them by walking under this taboo ladder all day. I have outlived 
more than one of these encounters... but very rarely was able to convince others to save steps. This is the “lemming” 
in human nature that we must contend with all the time, and those that recognize the problem will create the 
remnant for Yah... most will rather die than see a truth, and change.. so be it.

It is known that many of those from the tribe of Ephraim (one of Joseph's sons) left Egypt before the time of 
the Exodus. Some were smarter than others... they took ship from the coast of Egypt to Iberia (now the Spanish 
peninsula).. stayed in Iberia a considerable period of time, then moved on to the British Isles, particularly Ireland, 
and the north channel area, where they became re-united with the kinsman of former migrations. Do you think they 
had all of this knowledge of their future destination from man, or were they guided by God? This is a question to 
think about... good training for your entrance into the Kingdom Identity Movement... people are needed who can 
add two and two together and get the truth instead of lies. Those people had the knowledge of the previous 
migrations, and knew the routes to follow... but who did they get it from? The important thing is they had brains 
enough to help themselves instead of sitting on their duffs waiting for someone else to do something for them.

Those who were taken into captivity by the Assyrians, also knew the routes to follow across the wilderness 
of eastern Europe to join their kinsmen in north-western and central Europe, who had migrated there centuries 
before in previous “waves” of migration from the Pamir region. Where did all this knowledge come from in this 
race of people who the degenerated Romans call “barbarians”? I wonder, don't you? If not … it's time you did. 
That's what it is all about folks... question – then search for the truth. We have been lied to far too long... forming a 
habit of accepting lies.. of being “brainwashed”. Caesar (church and civil government) were liars then just as they 
are today. Identity is here not to praise Caesar (government), but to bury Caesar... so let's get to it.. No more man 
made kings... only Yah is our King. Praise him! Hail him! Hal-le-lu-Yah!!

It is our duty. It is His command, that we learn the truth of all things. Our people in the northern part of 
Europe were an advanced civilization which was capable of destroying the best of the corrupt Roman 
mongrelization who were branding them barbarians. This was a Rome which had lost its great Aryan creative power 



(of Nordic people who created it) thru continual slaughter of its best blood in war, and the replacement with 
hybridized mongrel people... slaves and Khazars. This is exactly what is destroying our once wonderful Republic of 
God today. We are accepting a mud, and I mean MUD culture...(hey man... you no man...it lak so...i say ya no?) … 
listen to your ball players on television/radio – garbage! This is what most of our public schools are teaching our 
children in an alien captured audience environment. I cry out, for God's sake... do something to save our children 
besides sitting on your dead a--, watching TV or going to the ball game while your child (or that of a racial brother) 
runs the streets and takes up with a depraved drug-numbed society.

This great Grecian/Roman civilization was lost thru mixing colored blood with white blood – destroying not 
just one race... but both. But I am white, so I champion my White race. If you are of another color, I do not 
champion yours.. that is your job, and let God put us all in our proper place.

These mongrelized Romans were they who proclaimed to the Roman world, that the North land was an 
ignorant, Barbarian, Pagan world... while they themselves were throwing thousands of victims into their fiery pits, 
their lions dens, their wild dog arenas, onto their depraved racks and torture devices of all perverted nature, for the 
fun and games of mongrelized depraved people (much as we are breeding in the western world today). Who were 
the “civilized” people of that day? My God! Is there any question what we should do today... before it is too late?

These so-called “barbarians” crushed the cursed Roman “Babylonian” system. They established great trade 
routes across Europe, founded Kiev and other great cities in Russia, in the Balkans and throughout Europe. 
Discovered Iceland... settled Iceland. Discovered Greenland... colonized it. Discovered North America and set up 
colonies in New Found Land and on the maritime coast at the mouth of the St. Lawrence River. Would you call 
these people of low mentality? Kinsmen, it is pitiful, the stupid lies we have fallen for in recent years. We have 
allowed ourselves to be buried in counterfeit jewish lies and we build them colleges for their development of better 
methods of how to lie to us.

“No more”, we say. Identity is the answer to this curse. We shall deal with them as Yah told us long ago. 
How long it has taken us to learn such a simple lesson. At last, the curtain of darkness is lifting, and we the children 
of God's light shall reflect his full glory under His Kingship. The light shall shine as never before on this earth un 
His truth, honor and justice. We – His people, must rise above the degeneracy of this modern world... repent for the 
sins we have allowed... and reach for the perfection Yah demands in His people.

The British Isles supplied nearly all the tin for the known world. Metal working was a science throughout 
northwestern Europe. Some of the earliest Christian Churches were established there. Who cries “pagan” (and just 
who decides what Pagan is, anyway.. who judges)? Ever hear of the pot calling the kettle black? Well, think of this 
again. It was those pure white Nordic legions of northern Europe who destroyed the evil Roman mongrelized black 
legions in the forests of north central Europe and led to the end of that evil empire. We the Aryan people are rising 
again under Yah's guidance, to bring an end to this present evil empire (and I mean israeli power... not the Russian 
people).

Trade routes were well established long before Christ's time (in fact Christ's uncle was one of the big tin 
merchants in Britain, following established trade routes around the north sea, around Spain, to the west coast of 
Africa, and all of the Mediterranean coast. These were the people the Roman perverts sput on in history, and the 
Roman world believed right down to the present day. Now the ball is over. It is time to unmask. Cinderella has gone 
home, and we can let the chips fall where they may. We will Identify this plague for what it is, and call on the power 
of Yah to destroy it completely, so that it may never rise again. We shall occupy and cleanse (what He has given us) 
as He commands.

A subject that needs clarification is where did the Hebrew come from? What or who are they in this 
complication called “Biblical history”? It is as simple as this... Heber ( or Eber) – midway between Adam and 
Abraham in the seed-line... produced Hebrew offspring. It's like picking apples off a date palm tree. As the 
vaudeville actor says... “You don't see them... now you do.” The new name was created at that time replacing an old 
family name of “Semite”. Why? Heber descended from the Semites (Shem). Counterfeit Jews of today are very 
adept at this trickery to cover up their sins from their business associates. Maybe this was a trait of the Hebrew 
(name changing) which the counterfeit jew stole, at the same time he stole the Judean Hebrew name of “jew” (the 
real Jew that Jesus spoke of), anyway, the Hebrew appears to be a legitimate branch of the Adamic, Aryan, White 
race, which had a name change at that time.

Name changing of people in the biblical records, is one of the worst confusing elements which destroys 
clear, easy understanding. Think what a mix-up your life would be if one day your name was Arthur... the next day 
John, and in a few more, changed to Jack. Real confusion for everyone. (Sure would foul up the counterfeit Jew's 
credit card ripoff.) Now this calls for an explanation of what does “counterfeit jew” mean. What does any 
“counterfeit” mean? It is something which replaces the real thing. In this case, by trickery and plain stealing of 
another's heritage... that of the Hebrew branch of the White Adamic Aryans living in the area of Judea... locally 
called “jews”. It was not designating a race, it was only a shortened definition of a people living in a geographical 
area. These are who Jesus spoke of as the real Jew... the same people who came thru the passes from Pamir claiming 



to be the noblemen of Yah... the chosen people of Yah... the White Adamic Aryan people-- and not the counterfeit 
jew of John 8:44. The word “jew” was applied to the residents of Judea in the same manner as “Yank” is to a 
resident of the United States. Originally “Yankee” only meant White Aryans of the New England coast, but was 
mongrelized to include all people in all states. If our people would ever take the time to get this clear in their minds, 
a lot of our problems of misunderstanding of each other, would be solved.

Let's make it clear... Adamites (from Adam), Semites (from Shem), Hebrews (from Eber), Israelites 
(including Israel and Judah) from the tribes of Jacob (Israel) are all one and the same people... just different 
generations. They are all blood brothers of the earlier Aryan migrations into northern Europe and elsewhere. Are we 
going to try and separate the Israelites from one another because of different time elements and names? They (the 
Hebrews) went into captivity and some mix bred with other people. Some of both those who had kept the bloodline 
pure, and those who had mixed – returned to Jerusalem, mix bred even more with mongrels who had moved into the 
city. They took part of the Christian teachings, and a whole lot of their own teachings, plus a lot of hearsay, added 
them all together and called it the true word, with this mixture claiming they were the Judean jew, took over the 
holy places in Jerusalem which had been vacant. This is what is now Judaism... we say “counterfeit jew”.

The majority of those who went into the Assyrian captivity did not return at all, but stayed a pure race and 
migrated thru the Caucasus mountains adding to the list of aliases – the name Caucasians. Their descendants finally 
joined with their Aryan kinsmen of former migrations in northern Europe.

Let's now take a look at who put the Bible together. The council of Nicaea (325 A.D.) condemned all 
teachings their group disagreed with. Can you honestly tell me that an elite group of men did not dictate thru what 
they allowed to be taught, what they perceived to be God's word, while they pushed aside theologians who were not 
in favor at Constantine's court at that time? For in 331 A.D. Constantine compromised (changed) what was declared 
in 325 A.D. Then they compromised again at the council of Alexandria in 362 A.D. Then in the synod of 
Constantinople (381 A.D.) they reverted to the original teachings. That sure is ho-kas-po-kas in my book. It was a 
power struggle with a shift made each time a new state power took over, with one large group of theologians (with 
state support) shutting out another large group then out of favor. The Bible was assembled under threat of power 
(man's) therefore there is much to be learned that has been withheld... so expect many changes.. not in God's word – 
but in man's recording of it and understanding. Doesn't this clearly show you man's manipulation of the teachings 
according to which emperor, kind or ruler is in complete control of theological thought at specific times? Doesn't 
this demonstrate to you that we are being taught under the adultery of man referred to in “Common Sense 
Approach” by this author? Yah said you must live by my law in your heart (there can never be a change or 
compromise). If you live by the truth, you will speak the truth. The truth will set you free from the chains of 
encircling lies. This I had demonstrated so clearly (in my own life) by Yah, that I no longer question the true word 
as I once did... I used to think this stuff is all out of date, as you now hear the humanists say. “It doesn't apply to our 
sophisticated life style... our up to date expertise. We are above all that childish stuff.” How wrong I was, and how 
wrong we all are when we believe that. We are the ones who are out of date and are headed for the woodshed. The 
eternal laws of Yah never change and we had better believe it. Only we change. He said “in the end days – all will 
be changed” (not the law... but all of us). We will have to accept the truth written in our heart, and live forever... or 
we will continue to live the lie and perish in the grave. This is the outcome of the great battle of the ages... God's 
truth vs. man's evil. Raise the Identity banner of Yah high... Ye the remnant are HIS Kingdom.

HAL-LE-LU-YAH!!

Kenneth Stoddard  


